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Empowering Project
The recently received turnkey project related to the heavy coker gas oil
hydrotreating unit from MRPL reinforces Tecnimont ICB's position as a
leading firm in the EPC segment of the Oil & Gas sector.

T

ecnimont ICB Pvt Ltd (TICB) fully
owned by Tecnimont SpA, the main
operating company of Maire
Tecnimont Group, has been awarded an important lump-sum turnkey project
related to the heavy coker gas oil hydrotreating unit (CHTU) in Mangalore, Karnataka.
TICB has received an official Award
Notification from Mangalore Refinery and
Petrochemicals Ltd (MRPL), a subsidiary of
ONGC, a leading Indian public group in Oil &
Gas exploration and production.
The project is on a lump-sum turnkey
basis for approximately Rs 390 crore and
foresees the provision of engineering, procurement, construction and commissioning
(EPCC) services for the CHTU. The project is
part of the complex "Phase - III Refinery
Project", developed by MRPL at Mangalore.
The facilities will be completed by end 2011.
The project concerns the setting up of new 3
million metric tonne per year (MMTPA) crude

processing refinery facilities and increasing
the capacity of refinery facilities up to 15
MMTPA upon completion.
TICB, on being awarded this important
contract, has further reinforced its position
as a leading EPC company in the Oil & Gas
sector, confirming the significant role of
Maire Tecnimont Group in the Indian market.
Maire Tecnimont SpA is the parent company
of an international industrial group which provides a comprehensive, integrated system of
services and installations in its sectors i.e.
Chemicals and Petrochemicals, Oil & Gas,
Power, Civil Engineering and Infrastructure.
Pietro Alessandrello, Managing Director,
TICB, says, "The award of this contract to
TICB is an important achievement for the
company and for the Maire Tecnimont Group,
confirming its important role in the growth of
the Indian Oil & Gas sector".
(Communication by the management
of the company)

Skylights delights
MALIBU Plastica's Polycarbonate Skylights 'Domes and Pyramids' with
their beneficial features are very much in demand among architects, consultants and planners of leading infrastructure companies.

M

Malibu’s State of the Art Plant in
Ahamedabad.

alibu Plastica (P) Ltd is an ISO
9001:2008 certified company
engaged in manufacturing of
extruded/co-extruded compact
solid sheets; embossed sheets; pipes - profiles and thermoformed articles made out of
Polycarbonate, Acrylic and other engineering
thermoplastics as per customer requirements. It offers readymade Polycarbonate
Skylights called Domes and Pyramids made
from UV coated sheet. MALIBU series Domes
and Pyramids are widely accepted by architects, consultants and leading infrastructure
companies. They are well suited for Green
Building concepts/material standards as it is
assists in energy saving and gives natural
daylight penetration inside the building
/house instead of using electricity energy
for lighting - one of the causes for carbon
emissions - to generate/supply power by
power house.
MALIBU series Domes/Pyramids are
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used for daylight penetration inside working
area of workshop/factory and living areas of
villas/bungalows. It allows natural daylight
inside the building with diffused light transmission due to the specific embossed surface of the MALIBU skylights. It saves electricity and provides a natural atmosphere.
These Polycarbonate Skylights are virtually
unbreakable, fire retardant, transmit natural
light, withstand high atmosphere temperature and are weather resistant for a long-lasting life span of 10 to 15 years.
Situated near Ahmedabad, Gujarat,
Malibu Plastica (P) Ltd has taken over a unit
MH Polymers which is a pioneer in the manufacture of Polycarbonate Sheets in India
since 1987 with a state-of-the-art plant from
Omipa spa, Italy and has started making new
eco-friendly/recyclable products with RoHS
compliance.
(Communication by the management
of the company)

